1965 chevelle paint codes

It should be noted up front that there are no known numbers for any particular color for a
particular series or body style whether it be a solid color or two tone. The numbers shown
below are valid for all series and body style Chevelles except where noted for the Malibu SS.
There are also no known numbers for the different colors of convertible tops. There is a known
number for black vinyl tops since black was the only choice in So just how many red or any
color Malibu SS Chevelle sport coupes or any other series were built is not known and cannot
even be calculated. All colors except Black, Orchid, Slate, and Yellow have two sales numbers.
One reasonable assumption would be the color by itself, the first number in parenthesis, is that
color with black painted wheels and the second number in parenthesis is with body color
painted wheels. Since all Black, Orchid, Glacier Gray, and Crocus Yellow Chevelles would come
with black wheels anyway, only a single number is shown for those 4 colors. A Chevelle that
was ordered with optional full wheel covers would get black wheels, those with no optional full
wheel cover i. So in the example of a white CC painted Chevelle with full wheel covers would
have 36, sold while those with white painted wheels would be 30, But, this is only a theory.
Fremont, CA. An unknown number had black vinyl tops. One convertible is purported to have
been produced and was purported to be triple Gold but has never been documented as a
'production' car although to date this Z16 convertible has NOT turned up. There were to be built
at the Kansas City assembly plant and two prototype 'mules' built at Baltimore of which only
one survives today. It needs to be pointed out that there is no known breakdown of color and
specific series or body style, numbers are for all Chevelles including convertibles where they
would have a convertible top and sport coupes where they might have a vinyl top. Colors are
listed total number of sales from most to least. Two-tone combinations are listed separately.
Although these colors are listed as Passenger Colors on the paint code chart, it's unknown if
these additional colors were available on Chevelles as well. Several Canadian colors were
identical to U. Paint codes are shown as a single letter for solid color Chevelles and
convertibles. Only when a two-tone paint scheme was ordered were two letter codes used. On
convertibles, a single letter paint code is used and the convertible top color is shown on the
bottom line of the trim tag with mixed verbiage but generally something like "TOP10," TOP 2,"
"TP2" or something similar. Paint color names often differ from the advertised Sales Name. A
given paint color for a year may have a different sales name for Chevrolet than it does for say
Buick, Oldsmobile, or Pontiac. There are over pages and images on this website. If you think
there is something in error, please note the exact page by its address in your browser's window
when reporting it. Home Misc. So the question arises, why is it listed if it was not available on
any series OR body style? It should be noted the double-letter codes in parenthesis below are
ordering codes. Where applicable on the Fisher Body number plate a single number is used.
Color vs. Sales Name Paint color names often differ from the advertised Sales Name. Source
material provided courtesy of Dave Newell. Judging by topics on the Virtual Vairs email
discussion list and conversations at CORSA events over the years, owners of Corvairs often
wonder how rare a given option on their cars is. Chevrolet published internally year-end totals
of factory-installed options. Some factory-installed options could also be dealer-installed as
accessories, and no record was kept of those installations, or for dealer-installed accessories of
any kind. Almost all Corvair factory-installed options for are RPOs. RPO reports and dug in the
Chevrolet records for the Tonawanda engine plant production totals in CORSA members are the
lucky beneficiaries of his eagle eye for copying irreplaceable information! Note that the actual
number of cars sold with the HP engine may be a small amount less than the number Dave
retrieved from the engine production report, since it was common practice to make a few extras
for replacement or engineering purposes. Information from the equivalent reports for "cousins"
of the Corvair is also available:. Dave previously provided the equivalent information for
Canadian Corvair production, which was featured in the June, CORSA Communique and is
described elsewhere on my site. Corvairs were not produced in Canada after The three original
reports list the quantity of each RPO produced and the percentage of cars on which it was
installed, rounded to the nearest whole number. This information is of enormous value on its
own but is further enhanced by:. The result of that work is shown in Table 1. Corvair forward
control vehicles used a completely different set of RPOs than Corvair cars. Table 2 gives the
yearly production totals for each model year, along with a by-model breakdown. To minimize
confusion, Table 1 uses the total yearly Corvair production figures to calculate all of the
percentages, even when a RPO was available only on a subset of the total production. Website
exclusive: an addendum which explores the production subset question. This information is
listed at the end of the Body section of Table 1. Dave Newell explained: "Apparently RPO was
used after to account for total two-tone paint production. Prior to when Chevy went to letter
codes for paint each two-tone combination had its own code in the range. Interestingly, in
Canada, the molding on the "C" pillar that accompanied the two-tone paint was assigned a RPO

D99 , which indicates that, at least theoretically, the molding could have been ordered without
the two-tone paint from the Oshawa plant. What the original RPO reports do not provide is any
data on combinations of options installed beyond the "Z" option groups, as documented in the
Special Items section of Table 1. The only way to get that information would be to calculate all
of the combinations from the factory records for each car. Unfortunately, these production
records are not available. Canadian Corvair owners can obtain this info from Vintage Vehicle
Services. However, Dave Newell located some very interesting combinatorial info from a
different source, namely the year-end powertrain production reports for and They list how many
of each engine type were equipped with PowerGlide automatic transmissions. That info is
presented in Table 3. This report does not break down the 3- or 4-speed transmission
combinations similarly. The reason given in the report is that the manual transmissions were
the same across all engine types; meaning that the engine production part numbers were the
same regardless of whether the transmission was 3- or 4-speed. A review of engine block code
suffixes confirms this. For each year, I added those two numbers together and subtracted the
result from the total number of convertibles produced that year to yield the number of tops with
the "default" color white. The results are in Table 4. A47 entered production March, The reports
did not include information on every option, specifically three RPOs which were available only
on exported cars: A48, P38, and T A64 entered production March, A85 entered production
March, Option not available: all standard except U Option not available: all standard except D33
and U Z17 entered production June, Z83 discontinued December, The most striking facts are
how few options were installed in large numbers and how many options were installed on barely
any cars at all:. Of interest is that this breakdown appears similar to the Corvair's close cousin,
the Chevy II. A quick comparison to the Chevy II data shows that many of the same options
appear similarly large or small in number. Similar trends were seen when comparing Corvairs
with Camaros. From a collector's point of view, this means there are a large number of rare
options; it is fun to track down cars so equipped. It might also translate into increased value in
some situations. From a historian's point of view, it isn't clear why Chevrolet offered so many
options that didn't sell well, given the cost of designing and producing each option. Another
interesting point is how consistent the percentages are across the three years for many of the
options, even though production totals differed dramatically. Speaking of production totals, it's
odd that the number of RPOs offered was increasing even as Corvair production fell. This may
seem a bit odd given the declining production numbers but can explained by two factors:.
Interestingly, three of the highest-volume options Z01, B70, and V74 became standard or
required equipment in or and one U60 was dropped entirely. In all four cases, the profit
associated with them was essentially lost. When interpreting these data, keep in mind that some
of the options were installed on few cars partially because they were not applicable to the whole
Corvair line-up. In some cases the item was standard equipment on certain models e. G93 , not
applicable except to certain models e. AL5 , or both e. Quite surprising was the Highway
Emergency Kit Z83 ; few have ever heard of this option but that's not surprising since it was
only offered for the first three months of production. Four other options Z17, A64, A47, and A85
were introduced during the production year. It was also quite surprising to see how few cars
were equipped with magnesium wheel covers N These covers were offered as dealer-installed
accessories during the model year introduced roughly in February but were not offered as a
RPO until , as Table 1 shows. A relatively large number are seen on Corvairs today. Apparently
dealer installations and later installations by owners resulted in more Corvairs having these
wheel covers. The companion article provides information on how to decode the system of
codes that Fisher Body used on the tag in the engine compartment. This article made the
simplifying assumption that every RPO was theoretically available for all cars produced. This
addendum dives more deeply into the topic by exploring the significantly more-complicated
reality. All rights reserved. Introduction Judging by topics on the Virtual Vairs email discussion
list and conversations at CORSA events over the years, owners of Corvairs often wonder how
rare a given option on their cars
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is. Factory-installed options fall into two categories: Regular Production Options RPOs
â€”available in all of the commonly-seen dealer sales and ordering literature. This information is
of enormous value on its own but is further enhanced by: Grouping the options by Uniform
Parts Classification UPC , to be consistent with the assembly manuals. Extending the
percentage calculation to include two decimal places, to make the statistics more meaningful
for RPOs installed in small amounts. Comparing the information across the three years. The

notes specifying dates were taken verbatim from the three original reports, which are more
authoritative than some other sources such as the assembly manuals, where pages were
sometimes changed well in advance of the actual changes on the factory floor. Table 2: U. Part
2â€” U. Corvair RPO Decoding The companion article provides information on how to decode
the system of codes that Fisher Body used on the tag in the engine compartment.
Addendumâ€” U.

